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The fabric of reality is bursting at the seams. The gnolls' negotiators are knocking at the gates of the
Kremlin. Ancient half-forgotten gods take on a new lease on life as AlterWorld's avatars. A spark of
the Creator's almighty will is still alive in the hearts of millions of players, obeying the impulses of
their faith and knowledge while reshaping the Universe to suit their unspoken needs. Initially
AlterWorld came complete with infernal planes. So how about confronting a few demons? Not the
cartoon characters dreamed up by some game designer: These are the true spawn of evil,
archdemons and princes of hell, the vengeful retributors that our faith has delivered unto this
newborn world. Max has a lot on his plate. As a clan and alliance leader, he has to repay his debt to
the gods and prepare for the upcoming battle for the First Temple. And still, how could he say no to
a potential ally? Could he leave desperate fellow players without help? And how could he ignore the
vast unclaimed territories just begging to be taken? Soon the volcanic wastelands of Inferno will
shudder from the march of the steel legions. Its lands will awaken to the tramping of the countless
mounts, players' pets, and familiars - and groan under the thunderous gait of the many assault
golems.
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Started off slow, but the second half of the book definitely made up for it.A thing that bugged me
was that there didn't seem to be a recharge period. It seems like Max is constantly wary, constantly
pondering, constantly being bombarded with new information. Ohh and he never seems to have any

time to farm.I just wish there would be a time skip and then a summary explaining the stuff that
happened in the meantime.Also the battle scenes are a bit dry with a lot of vague language; things
like: ohh someone got killed, someone screamed, a number of people got killed, etc. It just doesn't
make the battle exciting. I want to know what the enemy is thinking and what the allies are thinking.
I want to see a better picture of the troops. For example, 300 mages, 1000 swordsmen, 200 knights
etc. I want to see some really tough opponents among the random trash be highlighted. But I
understand that this is first person point of view novel, I just think even from a first person point of
view the novel could still have more clear and precise language, and not vague unclear language
that just skims through the battles.It would also be awesome to see what the effects of Max's skills
are on other people.I would also love to see a map of AlterWorld. Also, are there like local monarchs
or is there any government at all in AlterWorld. These things are just very vague.It would also be
cool to see Max's stats and skills and how much damage they do. For example, when he buffed up
to 19000hp, i can't even figure out if it's a lot or not because I don't know how much damage he
takes from attacks. And even during battle we aren't aware of how much damage he takes and what
skills the opponents use.
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